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CAPTIVA VERDE ANNOUNCES RECORD MAY 2016 PRODUCTION
La Quinta, California – May 30, 2016 Captiva Verde Industries Ltd. (“Captiva Verde” or the
“Company”) is very pleased to announce record May 2016 production. During the month of May, the
company harvested and sold 1,530,540 pounds of USDA certified organic vegetables. Prices, together
with vegetable types and varieties are confidential, but the month of May 2016 represents over
$2,440,000.00 in sales.
With the gold medal effort demonstrated by our farming team and harvest contractor, Captiva Verde
has clearly displayed proof of its ability to execute on its farming plan. With several acquisition
targets being negotiated and expansion of farming lands in key regions being executed, the company
will strive to build out a world class USDA certified organic farming organization. Substantial start
up expenditures were expensed in the last few months of 2015 and will continued to be expensed
out in Q1 2016.
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READER ADVISORY
The CSE has neither approved nor disapproved the information contained herein.
This news release contains forward-looking statements. The Company has provided the forward-looking statements in
reliance on assumptions that it believes are reasonable at this time. The reader is cautioned that the assumptions used in
the preparation of the forward-looking statements may prove to be incorrect. All such forward-looking statements involve
substantial known and unknown risks and uncertainties, certain of which are beyond the Company’s control. Such risks
and uncertainties include, without limitation, delays resulting from or inability to obtain required regulatory approval. The
actual results, performance or achievements could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, these forwardlooking statements and, accordingly, no assurances can be given that any of the events anticipated by the forward-looking
statements will transpire or occur, or if any of them do, what benefits, including the amount of proceeds, the Company will
derive therefrom. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive.

